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She sees the world 
as relative to the heavenly. 
the pure and true 
nature of a pirouetting soul: 
the delicate life 
of a dancer whose goal. 
above all, 
is to accentuate 
the gentle consequences 
of allowing 
Thought 
to remain unwritten 
all is angels and paradise 
as she confesses 
58 
"The world to niy eyes is not necessarily so'.' 
to wonder what she may compromise 
is to undermine the deliberate pains 
of her verse, 
is to question the desperate agony 
of the beautiful. 
and on whichever elegant staircase 
she is to ascend, 
i will be there 
watch.ing-
(only. for once, 
my presence will remain 
to her 
unknown) 
